Abstract-With the popularity of social networks, Twitter has become one of the dominant providers of massive quantities of information. Exploring the distributions and correlations from Twitter data helps accurate personalized recommendations. Online Analytical Processing, or OLAP, provides an intuitive form that is suitable for exploring Twitter data. Unfortunately, the traditional OLAP approaches can only deal with structured data, not unstructured textual data like tweets. The key to applying OLAP to Twitter data is to mine and build a dimension hierarchy of tweeter interests. However, the current methods can extract tweeter interests from Twitter data on a single level, but fail to obtain a hierarchy of tweeter interests with different granularities. To address this problem, we propose a LDA-based model, called MS-LDA, which combines tweeters' social relationships and tweets to extract and build the tweeters' interest dimension hierarchy. Such a dimension hierarchy can be further employed to apply OLAP techniques to Twitter data. In addition, we employ Word2vec to obtain the linguistic similarity of words in tweets, to improve its effectiveness. The extensive experiments demonstrate that our method can effectively extract the dimension hierarchy of tweeters' interests for multidimensional analysis.
I. Introduction
Twitter is an online social networking service that enables tweeters to send and read short messages called "tweets". Technically, Twitter data can be divided into two parts, i.e., structured data such as "id" and "location", and unstructured data which include text messages, short links and so on. In addition, tweeters have some social behaviours, such as Follow (paying attention to others), Mention ("@" others) and Retweet (forwarding others' tweets).
Online Analytical Processing, or OLAP, enables users to analyse multidimensional data interactively from multiple perspectives using operations such as roll-up, drill-down, slicing and dicing [1] . With the explosive growth of Twitter, it has become increasingly necessary to introduce the technology of OLAP to analyse complex Twitter data in an interactive manner. Unfortunately, although OLAP technology provides an intuitive inquiry form that is consistent with human custom, it can only handle structured data, and fails to deal with scenarios related to unstructured text data such as tweets. Therefore, the key to applying OLAP to Twitter data is the question of how to identify dimensions from Twitter data. Among these, the interest dimension attracts the most attention from researchers. Although some progress has been made in the area of online analysis of Twitter data, there are still some problems to be solved. Many state-of-the-art approaches can only identify a single dimension from tweets instead of the whole dimension hierarchy. Although some of the approaches are able to identify dimension hierarchies, this usually depends on the efforts of domain experts. The main issue this paper tries to resolve can be described as follows: how to extract the relevant information from the unstructured Twitter data to construct dimension hierarchies of tweeters' interests to achieve effective online multidimensional analysis.
In this paper, we propose a multi-layered semantic LDA (MS-LDA) model to achieve multidimensional analysis of Twitter data. Firstly, we acquire tweets and the social relationship among tweeters through the REST APIs provided by Twitter. Secondly, we utilize data pre-processing techniques, such as ignoring stop words and part of speech analysis, to remove the irrelevant words in tweets. Finally, we extract the dimension hierarchy of tweeters' interests based on the probability distribution of the various interests and sub-interests revealed in the tweets. To summarize, the multi-layered semantic LDA (MS-LDA) proposed in this paper can not only extract tweeters' interests, but also dig out more fine-grained sub-interests. The interests and their sub-interests thus constitute the dimensional hierarchy of interests and the final data cube together with the other structured dimensions.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 1) We present a new model called MS-LDA for mining the dimension hierarchy of a tweeter's interests from unstructured massive Twitter data, which considers not only tweets but also the social relations among tweeters. 2) We take advantage of Word2vec, a two-layer neural network model, to obtain the linguistic similarity of words to improve the effectiveness of identifying the interest dimensions. 3) We perform the multidimensional analysis of Twitter data which demonstrates the effectiveness of MS-LDA.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After Section 2 introduces related work, Section 3 describes the approach in detail, focusing on the interest mining and the construction of interest dimension hierarchies. In Section 4, we show the overall effect on real Twitter data, and compare our approach with others. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines future work.
II. Related Work
During the past decade, with the increased amount of text data, such as web pages, tweets and web blogs, the question of how to apply the traditional OLAP technique to the unstructured text for business intelligence has attracted much attention from many researchers.
Numerous studies have been conducted to explore the social networks such as Twitter. Siswanto et al. [2] use the supervised learning-based classification to determine the user's interests based on the bio and a collection of tweets. Lim et al. [3] present a framework for classifying the relative interests of Twitter users using information from Wikipedia. Pu et al. [4] present Wiki-LDA to mine user's interests in Twitter. Xu et al. [5] propose a framework to discover users' interests by introducing a modified authortopic model called the twitter-user model. Zhao et al. [6] introduce a Twitter-LDA model which is specifically used to extract topics from short tweet data.
Meanwhile, many researchers concentrate on extending the traditional multidimensional data model to support unstructured text such as Twitter data. For example, Maha et al. [7] , propose a generic multidimensional model dedicated to the OLAP of tweets whereas N. Rehman et al. [8] develop a system for warehousing streams from Twitter. These authors also attempt to extend the established OLAP technology to enable multidimensional analysis of social media data by integrating text and opinion-mining methods into the data warehousing system [9] .
In contrast to previous work, the Multi-layered Semantic LDA (MS-LDA) model proposed in this paper can not only extract tweeters' interests but also dig out more finegrained sub-interests. The interests and the corresponding sub-interests thus constitute the dimensional hierarchy and the final data cube for multi-dimensional analysis.
III. Mining Interests
This section discusses how to construct MS-LDA to mine tweeters' interests from Twitter data, and how to construct interest dimension hierarchies based on the mined interests.
A. Overview of MS-LDA
LDA is a document topic generation model, which denotes that each word in the document is obtained through a particular process, that is, choosing a topic with a certain probability, and then choosing a word from this topic with a certain probability [10] . Unfortunately, due to the similarities existing between some topics, LDA cannot distinguish between some fine-grained ones. In addition, LDA does not consider the semantic features of words. In a similar way to LDA, the words and documents in MS-LDA are associated with a potential topic. However, using MS-LDA it is possible to identify multi-level topics hidden in large-scale data such as Twitter, which LDA fails to do. Moreover, MS-LDA allows the semantic similarity between words and interests to affect the process of model generation, in order to improve the recognition results of sub-interests. Here, we employ the term "interest" instead of the term "topic" to better fit the current application domain.
Tweets are different from the general texts. In addition to text information, the tweets also contain complex social relationships, such as Following, Mentioning and Retweeting [11] . To capture the above social relationships, we build a social list for each tweeter, including the original tweeters of forwarded tweets, the mentioned tweeters and the followed tweeters. We then add this social list as an influence factor into the MS-LDA model.
In summary, MS-LDA integrates tweets and the social relationships among tweeters, and is therefore suitable for multi-level interest mining. The Bayesian network graph of MS-LDA is shown in Figure 1 . When MS-LDA generates a tweet, it first chooses an interest from the multinomial distribution θ m which is generated by Dirichlet distribution with parameter α. Next, it chooses a sub-interest z according to the degree of social impact and semantic impact. Finally, it chooses a word w from the multinomial distribution ϕ k which is generated by Dirichlet distribution with parameter β and Y . For simplicity, Table 1 summarizes the notations used throughout this paper. 
Interest of word v in tweets of tweeter m (indicator before sampling)
Co-occurrence of tweeter m and sub-interest k (or all sub-interests)
Co-occurrence of interest k and word v (or all words)
Co-occurrence of sub-interest k and word v (or all words)
In other words, for a given tweet, its joint probability distribution of all the words and their interests and subinterests can be calculated as follows:
B. Derivation of MS-LDA
The MS-LDA model can be derived using the Gibbs sampling method. The main steps are as follows:
Firstly, the interest probability distribution P (z|α), the sub-interest probability distribution P z z, α , η, H, Y and the word probability distribution P (w|z , β , Y ) can be calculated according to the Euler formula, as follows:
The interpretation of the H m,k Y k ,v and Y k,k in the above equations is as follows.
The (5), where P −uj ,k represents the probability that the tweeter u j is interested in the k sub-interest in the previous iteration.
We consider that the higher the semantic similarity between words and the sub-interest, the greater the probability that the word belongs to the sub-interest. Let Y k ,v be the degree of word/sub-interest semantic impact of the word v belonging to the sub-interest k . For the computation of word/sub-interest semantic impact, we pick up the most frequent n words which belong to the sub-interest k to compose a collection Q k = {q k ,1 , q k ,2 , . . . , q k ,n }.
Let R k = {r k ,1 , r k ,2 , . . . , r k ,n } be the number-of-thewords collection in which each item gives the number of occurrences of the corresponding word, and Sim(v, q k ,j ) be the semantic similarity between the word v and q k ,j . The word/sub-interest semantic impact can thus be obtained from Eq. (6) .
For example, when calculating the degree of semantic impact of the word "Yao Ming" (short to v) belonging to the sub-interest P , we first pick up the most frequent top three words which belong to the sub-interest P , i.e., Q P = {Basketball, Kobe Bryant, N BA}. Suppose R P = {30, 20, 10} is the number of occurrences of the corresponding words. Thus, the degree of word/sub-interest semantic impact of the word "Yao Ming" belonging to the sub-interest P can be calculated as: To calculate Sim(v, q k ,j ), we utilize Word2vec, an efficient tool proposed by Google to characterize a word as a vector [12] . According to Word2vec, the similarity in the vector space can be used to represent the similarity of text semantic. For example, we can obtain the vectors of "Basketball", "Football", "Yao Ming" and "Kobe Bryant". The similarity of "Yao Ming" and "Basketball" calculated by Word2vec is higher than that of "Yao Ming" and "Football", which is consistent with the real case.
For the words w 1 and w 2 , we firstly obtain their vectors V 1 and V 2 respectively by Word2vec. Then, their semantic similarity can be calculated as follows:
In a similar way to the word/sub-interest semantic impact, the higher the semantic similarity between sub-interest and interest, the greater the probability that the sub-interest belongs to the interest. Let Y k,k be the degree of subinterest/interest semantic impact of the sub-interest k belonging to the interest k. We select the most frequent n words which belong to the interest k to compose a collection Q k = {q k,1 , q k,2 , . . . , q k,n }. Suppose R k = {r k,1 , r k,2 , . . . , r k,n } is a collection such that each item is the number of occurrences of the corresponding word. The sub-interest/interest semantic impact can thus be calculated as:
We then sample all interests and sub-interests until we achieve the stable sampling results according to the following two posterior distributions:
Finally, we obtain:
C. Constructing Interest Dimension Hierarchies
Following the above steps, we can obtain the tweeterinterest probability distribution θ m , tweeter-sub-interest probability distribution θ m , sub-interest-word probability distribution ϕ k , and interest-sub-interest probability distribution γ k . Now, we exploit these matrices to construct the interest dimension hierarchy to support OLAP.
First, we determine the relationship between subinterests and interests according to the distribution of the interest-sub-interest probability distribution γ k . Secondly, a word can belong to multiple sub-interests according to the distribution of sub-interest-word ϕ k . We choose the top 20 maximum probability words that belong to the sub-interest to be the word set of this sub-interest. Finally, we name the sub-interest according to its corresponding word set, and the interest according to the sub-interest set that belongs to it.
IV. Experiment A. Experimental Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we conducted extensive experiments on real Twitter data collected by Twitter Rest API. Firstly, we selected 15 Twitter users from the Twitter homepage as the seeds and acquired all their 7,373 followers. Next, we retrieved the tweeters' profiles (nicknames, locations, etc.), tweets (text, favourite count, retweet count, etc.), and their social relationships (follower list, fan list, etc.). Finally, we removed the tweets with fewer than six words and the duplicate tweets. In this way, we obtained 10,160,317 tweets from 6,907 tweeters. Table 2 shows the statistics of the dataset. The number of tweets that contains "@" amounts to 62% of the total and the average number of twitter's followers is 1565, indicating the rich social relationships. The vector model of Word2vec was trained using the Google News data set, which consists of 100 billion words and covers three million words and phrases, each of which has 300 dimensions. The experiments ran on a server with six cores of E5-2620 2.00GHz, 64GB memory, and the Windows 7 operating system.
B. Evaluation of Sub-interest Identification
We randomly selected 110 tweeters from the total of 6,907. Five postgraduate students manually labelled the sub-interests of the 110 tweeters independently. If they failed to reach the same sub-interests for a given tweeter, they simply labelled the tweeter with the majority vote. The performance of MS-LDA was evaluated using three widelyadopted metrics, namely precision, recall and F-measure. 
A tweeter often has more than one interest. We consider that a tweeter has a particular interest if his probability of having this interest is greater than a predefined threshold value. Here, we set this threshold as 0.1, or T=0.1. To evaluate its effectiveness, we compared our model with LDA and Twitter-LDA [6] . We manually labelled the subinterests based on the results obtained by LDA and Twitter-LDA since neither LDA nor Twitter-LDA provides multilevel interests. Because a poor result would lead to a poor labelling of sub-interests and vice versa, this comparison can partially demonstrate the performance of our approach. Table 3 shows the average precision (P), recall (R) and Fmeasure (F) of MS-LDA compared with those of LDA and Twitter-LDA. As it indicates, our model achieves the best values. Unlike Twitter-LDA, MS-LDA considers the social relationships among tweeters and the word semantics of tweets. In order to investigate the effect of these two factors, we also conducted experiments without these factors. As Figure 2 shows, the F-measures of standard MS-LDA are better than those of MS-LDA which does not consider social relationships or word semantics under all circumstances. On the other hand, the F-measure of MS-LDA without considering tweeters social relationships achieves 79.54%, which is lower than that of the standard MS-LDA but higher than Twitter-LDA. Meanwhile, the total F-measure of MS-LDA without considering tweets' word semantics achieves 72.48%, which is far lower than that of the standard MS-LDA and Twitter-LDA, but higher than the traditional LDA. Table 4 shows the statistical significance based on p value of MS-LDA compared with those of LDA and Twitter-LDA. In the case of the significance value being set to 0.1, i.e., α = 0.1, our method outperforms the other two with regard to precision, recall and F-measure. Figure 3 shows the result when drilling down from "Sports", which reveals the distribution of three different sub-interests of "Sports" in different areas. The data can be aggregated by rolling the area level up to the country level based on the "Location" dimension. Generally speaking, the interests that tweets reveal are always changing, indicating a drift with time. Because all the tweeters' tweets are grouped according to different granularities with respect to time periods, the trained MS-LDA model can be employed to discover the drift of interest distribution of the tweeters in different periods. As Figure 4 demonstrates, in January and February tweeters pay more attention to basketball, but in April and May their interests are transferred to football. On the other hand, the numbers of tweeters who are concerned about movies remains almost stable from January to February in 2016. In this paper, we propose an improved topic model, i.e., MS-LDA, which is used to extract the dimension hierarchies of tweeters' interests, normally hidden in the large amount of unstructured Twitter data. We conducted extensive experiments on a large real data set collected by Twitter API to evaluate the effectiveness of MS-LDA. The results show that MS-LDA has a better interest recognition effect than other models.
The Word2vec model employed in this paper is trained using news provided by Google. However, the presentation of news in general is somewhat rigorous, while tweets are more colloquial. In the future, we will consider the use of Twitter data to train the Word2vec model to improve the effectiveness of MS-LDA. In addition, we plan to parallel MS-LDA to improve the running speed.
